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Abstract. A study of 194Tl has revealed the presence of two strongly coupled negative-parity
rotational bands up to the 24− and 23− states, respectively. These two bands are associated
with the two-quasiparticle configuration at lower spins and the four-quasiparticle configuration
at higher spins. The two 4-quasiparticle bands show exceptionally close near-degeneracy in
the excitation energies. The relative excitation energies of these 4-quasiparticle bands were
compared to the relative excitation energies of the best known chiral candidates with close
near-degeneracy. This is one of the best cases of near degeneracy in partner bands observed to
date, probably resulting from a chiral geometry in the angular momentum space. It is also the
first pair of 4-quasiparticle bands associated with chiral symmetry.

1. Introduction
The manifestation of chirality in atomic nuclei, originally suggested in Ref. [1] and vigorously
investigated over the past few years from both the experimental and theoretical standpoint,
continues to be the subject of intense discussion. Subsequent to the observation of chiral doublet
bands in N = 75 isotones [2], candidate chiral bands have been reported in more than 21 nuclei
in A ∼80, 100, 130, 190 mass regions.
Nuclear chirality depends on a delicate balance between the collective core with a triaxial mass
distribution and a single particle degree of freedom associated with a triaxial mass distribution
and a single particle degree of freedom associated with the valence proton and neutron. An
energy minimizing mechanism among the core and the valence nucleons results in a mutually
perpendicular coupling of their respective angular momenta forming either a left- or right-handed
system in the nuclear body-fixed frame. The intrinsic chirality then is seen in the laboratory
frame, which is free of handedness, as a doubling of energy levels with the same spin and parity.



Figure 1. Partial level scheme showing the near-degenerate pair of rotational bands in 194Tl.
The uncertainties in the measured γ-ray energies are typically about 0.3 keV for most transitions,
but increase to 0.5 keV for weak and doublet transitions.

Despite many discoveries reported on possible chiral partner bands, degenerate band structures
are yet to be discovered, instant the currently known chiral candidates show similar properties
rather than degeneracy. The best known nearly degenerate band structures were reported in
odd-A 135Nd [3], 126,128Cs [4, 5], 104Rh [6] and recently in 194Tl [7]. In the present report we
discuss a candidate chiral band structure found in 194Tl and compare the observed degeneracies
in the four nuclei 135Nd , 128Cs and 104Rh.

2. Experimental method and Data analysis
High-spin states in 194Tl were populated using the 18O(181Ta, 5n) reaction at 93 and 91 MeV
beam energies. The beam provided by the separator sector cyclotron (SSC) of the iThemba
LABS impinged upon a self-supporting stack of two (and three) 0.5 mg/cm2 target foils. The
emitted γ rays were detected by the AFRODITE γ-ray spectrometer [8, 9], which comprised of 8
Compton-suppressed clover detectors and 6 LEPS detectors with the trigger logic set to accept
events when at least two γ rays were detected in coincidence in the clover detector. The data were
sorted into matrices and spectra and RadWare software package [10] was employed for analyses.



Figure 2. Comparison of the excitation energy vs spin plots of the best known close near-
degenerate chiral candidate bands in 194Tl, 128Cs, 135Nd and 104Rh.

In order to determine the spins and parities of the new transitions angular distribution ratios,
RAD, and linear polarization anisotropies were measured, respectively. The previously known
level schemes [11, 12] were revised and considerably extended. More than 130 new transitions
were observed and placed in five rotational bands, three of which are observed for the first time.
In this report we show the two bands which exhibit close-near-degeneracy, see Figure 1. Detailed
experimental method and data analysis procedure for this experiment can be found in [7].

3. Results and Discussion
The properties of the partner bands in 194Tl were evaluated with respect to the suggested
fingerprints of chiral doublet bands such as: degeneracy in the excitation energies, moments of
inertia, B(M1) and B(E2) reduced transition probabilities, and showed good similarities [7].
The remarkable feature of these two 4-quasiparticle πh9/2 ⊗ νi−3

13/2 bands is the exceptionally
good near-degeneracy observed in a long spin range.

Figure 2 presents the excitation energy as a function of spin for the partner bands in 194Tl
and in the previously known examples of partner bands with best near degeneracy, the two-
quasiparticle πh11/2 ⊗ νh−1

11/2 bands in 126,128Cs (the near-degeneracy in 126Cs is very similar to
that in 128Cs) and πg−1

9/2 ⊗ νh11/2 bands in 104Rh, and the three-quasiparticle πh2
11/2 ⊗ νh−1

11/2

bands in 135Nd. The 194Tl pair of four-quasiparticle bands maintain a constant relative energy



Figure 3. The difference in the excitation energies ∆E, alignments ∆i, and ratios of the reduced
transition probabilities ∆B(M1)/B(E2), as a function of spin ∆I with respect to the band head
spin, for the 4-quasiparticle bands in 194Tl, 3-quasiparticle bands in 135Nd, and 2-quasiparticle
bands in 128Cs. The alignments are calculated with reference parameters of J0 = 8 h̄2/MeV and
J1 = 40 h̄4/MeV3 for 135Nd, and J0 = 16 h̄2/MeV and J1 = 33 h̄4/MeV3 for 128Cs. Experimental
data for 135Nd and 128Cs are taken from [3, 13] and [5], respectively.

separation of about 110 keV within the whole observed spin range of I = 19-23 and achieve a
value as small as 37 keV at I = 21. The relative excitation energies of the levels in the 126,128Cs
partner bands remain approximately constant at ∆E ∼ 200 keV over the whole observed spin
ranges of I = 11-22 and I = 11-17, respectively while the relative excitation energy in the close
near-degenerate bands of 135Nd is not constant but decreases from ∆E = 497 keV at I = 22/2
and reaches a value of ∆E = 94 keV at I = 39/2 and a subsequent increasing trend is then
observed. In the case of 104Rh these partner bands also show a decreasing trend of the relative
excitation energy from ∆E = 413 keV at I = 11, to an almost completely vanishing value of
∆E = -1 keV at I = 17.

The exceptional near-degeneracy of this pair of bands in 194Tl is further illustrated in Figure 3
in which the differences in the excitation energies ∆E=Eside-Eyrast, alignments ∆i=iside −
iyrast, and ratios of reduced transition probabilities ∆B(M1)/B(E2)=B(M1)/B(E2)side −



B(M1)/B(E2)yrast for the four-quasiparticle bands in 194Tl and the partner bands in 104Rh,
135Nd, 128Cs are shown. The spin ∆I=I − I0 is with respect to the band head spin I0 of 9, 10,
25/2, and 18 are adopted for 104Rh, 128Cs, 135Nd and 194Tl, respectively.

In summary, the relative excitation energy of a pair of negative-parity bands observed in
194Tl was compared to the relative excitation energies of the chiral candidates with best known
close near-degeneracy. This comparison shows that near-degeneracy in the 4-quasipartcle bands
in 194Tl is possibly the best found to date.
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